Approximate trail distances:
- Portage Trail - 1.1 mi.
- Palisades Trail - 0.8 mi.
- Tumpline Loop Trail - 0.4 mi.
- Portage Loop - 0.1 mi.

Rest Rooms
Gatehouse/ProShop during shop hours
Oak Tree Shelter—seasonally
Baugo Station—during scheduled programming

Trail Trivia
A PORTAGE was a footpath used to connect waterways.
A PALISADE was the outer fortified boundary of a trading post.
A TUMPLINE was a head strap used to carry packs of trade items and furs.

Leisure Services Activities
Disks and disc golf passes are available at the Gatehouse. Snowshoe rental and innertubing are offered seasonally and are based out of Baugo Station.